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Company Profile

• Established in 2010 with 12 filling stations purchased from the government
during a mass-privatization, Max Energy is now a strategic business unit of
the Max Myanmar Group; an integrated energy supplier dealing in the retail
and wholesale of imported petroleum products.
• Max Energy’s petroleum products are competitively priced, and quality is
assured

by

reputable

international

surveyor

organizations.

Utilizing

advanced dispenser machines, quantities are always precise. Customer
service is deemed excellent, and customer satisfaction is consistently high;
brand image is of paramount importance to Max Energy.
• Its 52 filling stations are conveniently located and strategically distributed
across major cities and on major automobile routes throughout the country.
Operations are 24-hours a day and staff are comparatively well trained and
Max Energy has 24-hours mini mart (Fast food) for to fulfill the customers
need of emergency use and snacks with quality products at reasonable price
to traveler with good service and very premium look. Max Energy has 23
additional parcels of land which would be suitable for filling stations, and all
are strategically located around in Myanmar.

Our Objectives

• To effectively distribute high-

• To create better job opportunities

quality fuel products imported

for younger generation to enhance

from abroad to consumers and

their personal lives and living

other users.
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• To build a strong brand
name of Max Energy in
Myanmar Fuel Energy

• To contribute positively in

Market.

• To provide valued-added

social causes that would

service to customers in
benefit company employees
order to achieve
in particular and society in
customers’ satisfaction.
general.

Statement of Commitment
To our stakeholders,
Max Energy has been a member of the United Nations Global Compact (UNGC)
since 2013 and we are proud and delighted to submit our annual Communication on
Progress (COP) report. It is a sense of pride that we Max Energy could be
categorically affirm that we adhere to all ten principles outlined by the UNGC.
I am pleased to confirm that has always committed to fulfil our Corporate Social
Responsibilities (CSR) by implementing and supporting the principles in the areas of
human rights, labor standards, environment and anti-corruption advocated by United
Nations Global Compact (UNGC) so that we may achieve sustainable development
of the society. We seek in our CSR initiatives to collaborate with all of our
stakeholders, government and civil communities to create a better future for all of us.
Max Energy always maintain a dedicated focus on the needs of our customers, our
employees, our stakeholders and our community. We aim to provide peace of mind,
better solutions, and better services. We are striving to develop human capital and
create development opportunities for employees for their career and employment
security. As human capital is our most valuable asset, we use the strength of young
and energetic employees combined with experienced management teams to achieve
sustainability and organizational core values.
Due to the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic, 2020-21 has been a year of extreme
upheaval. It has impacted a large number of people all around the world as well as in
Myanmar. At Max Energy, we are putting every effort to assist the global response to
the virus. We are focused on protecting our staff, customers and supporting
communities where we operate. We are working to ensure the resilience of our
operations so that we can continue to provide energy, including assistance in
powering Covid-quarantine center, provide fuel for ambulance and for transportation
to move the goods around Myanmar. How this will all play out in the short term is
uncertain, but Max Energy will endeavor to assist in any way possible.
Together, We Strongly Support public accountability and transparency, and therefore
commit to report on progress of joining the Global Compact, and annually thereafter
according to the global Compact COP policy. As a summary pledge, Max Energy is
empowered to continue as a member of the UN Global Compact.

Sincerely Yours,

Daw Nu Nu Wai
Managing Director

Max Energy And UN Global Compact

Max Energy have been implementing our CSR activities since our
establishment and in 2012 we happened to acknowledge about the
United Nations Global Compact (UNGC), the corporate responsibility
initiative – the world’s largest with over 8,000 business and nonbusiness participants in 135 countries.

In January, 2013, Max Energy has become a proud registered
participants in the United Nations Global Compact (UNGC). This was
our corporate milestone for Max Energy, which is the first to
participate in UNGC among Myanmar Fuel Oil Retail business

industry. We are confident ourselves to become a responsible
organization for our CSR implementation by incorporating the Ten
Principles of the Global Compact into our business practices.

Since after we have committed as an initiative of UNGC, Max Energy
has been adapting the ten principles of the UNGC as part of the
strategy, culture and day-to-day operations of our company.

Max

Energy

Ayeyarwady

has

been

Foundation

actively
which

is

supporting
a

to

non-profit

organization founded by Max Myanmar Group. We are
contributing to the country’s Education, Health and
Environment

sectors as well as contribution to the

society together with Ayeyarwady Foundation as a
responsible organization.

UN Global compact 10 principles

Human Rights

Principle 1
Businesses should support and
respect
the
protection
of
Internationally
Proclaimed
Human Rights.
Principle 2
Make sure businesses are not
complicit in Human Right
Abuses.

Labour Standards
Principle 3
Businesses
should
uphold
freedom of association and
effective recognition of the right
to collective bargaining.
Principle 4
The elimination of all forms of
forced and compulsory labour.
Principle 5
The effective abolition of child
labour.

Environment

Principle 7
Businesses should support a
precautionary
approach
to
environmental challenges.

Principle 6
Eliminate
discrimination
in
respect of employment and
occupation.

Anti-corruption
Principle 8
Undertake initiatives to promote
greater
environmental
responsibility.
Principle 9
Encourage the development
and diffusion of environmentally
friendly technologies.

Principle 10
Businesses should work against
all forms of corruption, including
extortion and bribery.

Human Rights

Human Rights
Principle 1

Principle 2

Businesses should support and respect the protection of
Internationally Proclaimed Human Rights.

Make sure businesses are not complicit in Human Right Abuses.

Assessments, Policy & Goals
Max Energy is in compliance with the principles of Universal Declaration of Human Rights
(UDHR). We promote the free expression of individual identity amongst our various
stakeholders regardless of gender, religious affiliation, and color. We have successfully

enforced the Human Rights policy by Max Myanmar Group together with the guidance of
human rights international expert and all business units of Max Myanmar group have to strictly
follow these polices.
Max Energy has always up-to date human resource policy guidelines, rules, and regulations
aligned with Myanmar laws to support employees in various aspects and concerns during their
employment. Max Energy policy guidelines, rules, and regulations uphold basic human
integrity and dignity, and protect employees from office-related human rights abuses. Max

Energy does not tolerate discrimination based on gender, skin color, religion, ethnicity,
nationality, age, and civil status.
We do share our policies and practices with our valuable stakeholders through website, social
media and we sincerely expect our business partners, suppliers and contractors to respect our
policies and good practices as well.

* Our Human Rights Policy available to be downloaded at :
https://www.maxenergy.com.mm/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/human_right_policy.pdf
** Our Whistle Blowing Policy available to be downloaded at :
https://www.maxenergy.com.mm/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/whistle_blowing_policy.pdf

Implementation
Max Energy supports the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. We condemn forced labour,

child labour and all practices that are conducive to exploiting children. Management prohibit all
kinds of violent behavior including physical assaults, fighting, threatening, intimidation and the
intentional or reckless destruction of company, employee or customer property.

Awareness trainings followed by Whistle Blowing policies were conducted among employee
by the management. Suggestion boxes, emergency call list, face to face transparency, social
media channels and other ways were placed for both our employee and stakeholders.

Discussion sessions were conducted to voice out their needs and feedbacks. These sessions
allow employees to transparently share their opinions, provide feedback on workplace
conditions, and other areas for improvement both personally and from within the company.
Internal disputes at Max Energy are never swept under the rug and employees are
encouraged to find solutions through enacted policies.

Max Energy is committed not to engage in any business activities that lead directly or
indirectly to human rights abuses. Our commitment to zero tolerance for human rights
violations is expressly provided, adhered to and lived. The management of Max Energy strives
to protect the identity of any whistleblower, however, guarantees on anonymity will not be
given during investigations.

Max Energy supports all employees to be trained and given safety related education and
practices by OHSE team. We ensure all our employees benefit freedom of their rights and
responsibilities arranged by Quality Management System of ISO 9001:2015. Besides, we
supported HR Trainings for smart community.

Measurement Outcomes

In 2020-21, there have been zero human right grievances and zero incidents of human rights
violations, including child labour, slavery or bonded labour, or violations of the rights of
indigenous people. As a result of the respecting gender equality, Max Energy’s Managing
Director is female even though overall gender ratio is 60-40 percentage, male and female

respectively but head office gender equality is 50-50.
Max Energy support to the group’s socio-civic work through its CSR arm of the AYA
Foundation, a non-profitable organization with the aim to help and support the people of
Myanmar. As the COVID-19 outbreak becomes more widespread globally, AYA Foundation
together with Max Myanmar Group and AFG Group contributed financial support for medical
aids including medical supplies, hospital equipment and preventive materials at Waibargi

Hospital, Yankin Children Hospital and the Thuwanna Quarantine Facility. We, Max Energy
assisted the AYA Foundation with volunteers, not only top management but also staff, from the
company at the Ayeyarwady Center. Covid-19 Temporary Treatment Center at Thuwanna.
Moreover, Max Energy donated fuel contribution which is equivalent for 7.7 millions liters for
all Ambulances during the COVID-19 outbreak period and supported fuel discount to the
Health Care staffs, Taxies and other vehicles of philanthropy organizations.

As health and safety are main focus areas at Max Energy,

standard procedures and

guidelines regarding Covid-19 are implemented to ensure our employees are able to work
safely from their homes. During the peak of the 3rd wave of covid-19 pandemic in Myanmar,
max energy is always taking care of our customer’s and staff member’s health and safety
through the implementation of temperature checks at Head Office and all of filling stations,
antiseptic dispensers, provision of face masks, and face shields. Front line service staff from
filling attended were also fully provided personal protection equipment (PPE).

Our employee healthier and happier lives for work, Max Energy making the Covid-19 1st

and 2nd dose - free of charge vaccination program on 2021.
For the sake of customers and employees’ health, OHSE team has disinfected the
stations, offices and public area whenever needed.
Through these efforts, Myanmar’s Ministry of Health and Sports have joined this
privately enacted goodwill and supports the efforts of Max Energy, Max Myanmar Group

and AYA Financial Group.

Labour Standard

Max Energy support during the Covid-19
pandemic period in Myanmar
Principle 3

Businesses should uphold freedom of association and effective
recognition of the right to collective bargaining.

Principle 4

The elimination of all forms of forced and compulsory labour.

Principle 5

The effective abolition of child labour.

Principle 6

Eliminate discrimination in respect of employment and occupation.

Assessments, Policy & Goals
Max Energy fully supports to the International Labour Organization's (ILO) Core Conventions
and Principles. We comply with national labour laws and regulations and actively work
towards the elimination of all forms of illegal compulsory and child labour in Myanmar. We
maintain to achieve a focus on our human capital development for a national labour policies
and will continue to develop tools to measure the outcomes of our policies and practices for
greater advancement in this area.

We aspire to ensure that employees are treated justly and fairly by providing a straightforward
process for dealing with complaints and grievances. We are committed to developing and
maintaining an effective, timely, fair and equitable grievance handling system which is easily
accessible to all complainants. We do not employ child labour and we strictly condemn forced
labour. We expect our business partners, contractors, suppliers and other stakeholders to
uphold an equal standard of labour rights and principles.

* Our Grievance Handling Policy available to be downloaded at :
https://www.maxenergy.com.mm/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/grievance_handling_policy.pdf

Implementation
Max Energy follows the rules and regulations promulgated by Myanmar’s Ministry of Labour. A
strong area of compliance is the prohibition of recruitment of child labour, which on its own is
stipulated under Myanmar’s local labour law. We do not employ staff aged under 18 years. We
are strongly against forced labour. The recruitment of employees is based on merit, skills,
experience and ability, regardless of age, race, gender, physical condition, religion or family
status. We believe the place of work should also be a place for personal development. We
organize a number of staff welfare activities such as monthly birthday celebration and mental
health sports.
As employees are our valuable assets, we maintain a focus on our human capital
development for sustainable growth of the company and to also create a safe, healthy, and
professional work environment. We offer a safe and healthy working environment for our
employees regardless of their designation or gender. In addition, we have equipped our offices
with first aid kits and emergency toolkits in case of any emergency. Our employees are trained
by the Myanmar on basic Fire Safety should a fire break out in the office. The Safety
Department of Myanmar organized an awareness programmed on how to tackle emergency
situations should a fire break out. The participants in turn, shared their knowledge to their
respective branches. During pandemic period, for the sake of employee’s health, company
has conducted rules and regulations, strictly guidance that staffs need to follow before, during
and after works and run the business according to Business Contingency Plan.
Management helps to monitoring the employees' potentials, to create effective job rotation, job
attachments, internal transfer opportunities and special job assignment in accordance with the
employees' interests, capabilities and willingness to work.

Measurement Outcomes
We treat everyone including all our employees and
contractors whether part-time, full-time in fairly and with
respect. We have various races and religions and they all
fully have equal opportunities, information and working
environment. We are committed to practice good corporate
governance and to responsibly operate our business in fully
compliance with our country labour laws and ILO regulations.
As a result, there is no Child labor since the company
started.
We ensure that the communication channels between
employee and management to be well organized through
suggestion boxes, email, phone number and social media.
All feedbacks, suggestions, claims and complaints were carefully handled and managed by
whistle blowing committee. By following HR policies and labour rules, we constantly review
opportunities to ensure the long-term sustainability and growth of our business. In order to
broaden the employees’ knowledge, Max Energy gave orientation training to 110 staff during
this period.
Max Energy will continue to do the best that we ensure the safety, security, wellbeing, and
satisfaction of employees. With the ongoing pandemic crisis, Max Energy has focused on
customers and staff member’s health and safety through implementation of temperature
checks at all locations, antiseptic dispensers, face masks and shields. Front line service staff
from Max Energy filling stations are also provided with hair cups, hand sanitizers, gloves, and
face shield protection. Besides, we also provide Vitamin-C, eggs, bananas, etc. for their
nutrient or resistance.

We issued instructions, guidelines of preventive precautions and

shared Ministry of Health information in both English and Burmese. Max Energy provides
employees health insurance during COVID-19 period as we are committed to ensuring that
our employees have happier and healthier lives. What is more, when staff are suffered corona
virus, we organize them to stay at quarantine center, contribute them not only basic foods but
also financial support and also make sure to feel them safe and company is together with
them.

Environment

Principle 7

Businesses should support
environmental challenges.

Principle 8

Undertake initiatives
responsibility.

Principle 9

Encourage the development and diffusion of environmentally
friendly technologies.

to

a

precautionary

promote

greater

approach

to

environmental

Assessments, Policy & Goals
Max Energy focus providing high quality fuel products in a socially responsible and
environmentally sustainable manner.

We value the natural diversity that is found in our

country. Through our corporate actions, we have instituted various interventions to ensure and
uphold our commitment on the environmental principles set forth by the UNGC.

We avoid environmental damage via regular maintenance processes and environmental
protection

(air pollution control, waste management, electricity usage, etc.) and ensure

emergency procedures to prevent and address accidents affecting the environment and
human health and also minimize the use and ensure safe handling, storage and other
dangerous substances.
Company is committed to provide safe and healthy workplace for all the Max Energy’s
employees and stakeholders, as well as minimizes the potential impact on the environment.

* Our Occupational Health And Safety Policy available to be downloaded at :
https://www.maxenergy.com.mm/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/occupational_health_and_safety.pdf

Implementation
We encourage that all of our employees are coordinate and comply with policies, rules &
regulations and procedures of occupational health, safety and environment.

We have instituted dedicated waste disposal systems to segregate recyclable, non-recyclable,
disposable/general waste, and oil spill accordingly.

Max Energy strive to continually improve the environmental performance and minimize the
social impact and damage of activities by periodically reviewing company’s environmental
policy in light of current and planned future activities.

Measurement Outcomes
Environmental awareness training has been incorporated into the standard employee training
of our mid and high-level staff, to ensure all employees are operating with an environmental
conscious and are able to fulfill their environmental responsibilities.
All the products sale from Max Energy were quality checked and passed in accordance with
Myanmar Government Lab, Mobile Lab by PPRD, and quantity checked by Third party

surveyor, SGS or UGI.
Information related to OHSE alerts and bulletins, audit results, OHSE initiatives awareness
information, policy and health and well-being information are readily available and displayed
on the notice boards in the main administration building and common areas. This year we had
planted more trees in the stations compound. The hard-work in making our offices, filling
stations clean and green has resulted in cleaner surrounding, in and around the offices and

helps to promote awareness to the customers as well.
We feel pleased to show that how much we care about our environment by comply with
UNGC's environmental principles. As a result, there is no severe damage caused by our
business operations and we are creating to be more sustainable and greener environment for
all of our Nation, society and shareholders as well.

Anti-Corruption

Principle 10

Businesses should work against all forms of corruption, including
extortion and bribery.

Assessments, Policy & Goals
We believe that business excellence is underpinned by an unwavering focus on strong
corporate governance and prudent financial management. Transparency and accountability
are core features of our approach and we remain focused on the highest standards of
governance and ethics in all our business practices and dealings. We believe high
standards of corporate governance and transparency ensure sustainability and success for

our activities as well as the safeguard of our shareholders’ interests.
By inscribing corporate responsibility into our agenda, we want to send the strong signal
that we recognize the private sector shares responsibility to address and counter
corruption.

We have ZERO tolerance policy for corruption, bribery and extortion. Any corruption and
bribery regardless of any level of management positions are not accepted. All level of

employees have to strictly adhere the company’s policies and procedure. Any gifts or
present shall not be accepted in favor of the performance of work either.

We aim to contribute positively to public policy making process by raising awareness
amongst our teams and our stakeholders. We want to build trust with our stakeholders, and
make sure that they will be complying with the same principles of ethic, transparency and
accountability.

* Our Anti-corruption Policy available to be downloaded at :
https://www.maxenergy.com.mm/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/anti-corruption_policy.pdf

Implementation
Our measures on anti-corruption are fully embedded into our Governance Policy. Our
implementation scheme is aims to ensure the respect of these values for the sustainable
success of our company, clients and stakeholders.
The orientation training organized for newly recruited employees contains our company’s
“Code of Conduct” on how to fight corruption at all levels. The Finance and internal audit
regular checking and monitoring the internal transactions and payment related to all stake
holder to make sure corruption and bribery are not taking place. External audit teams fully
inspect the transaction of all payment annually.

Our ZERO tolerance policy on corruption was distributed and all our employee are fully
encouraged without any hesitation to report if any corruption case noticed through
suggestion boxes as well as social media and emergency calls.

Measurement Outcomes
We aim to gradually comply with international benchmarks in order to better assess our
governance practices. Anti-corruption policies are still being drafted at a national level and
we have committed to behave pro-actively to help reach the highest levels of transparency.

The policy is applicable to all the stakeholders of Max Energy. Managements are monitoring
the policies to make it is updated. Max Energy suggestion boxes are located each and
every place, if anyone has any concern or wants to report anonymously.

We allowed discussion with freely for their complaints by direct or facing or their
representative team leaders or supervisors to management team. Also, we allow them to
communicate via phone call or online platforms to Corporate Team. Moreover, Max Energy
and its employees have a clean record of paying tax to the Government. To date there has
been no record of any breach in payment. In addition, Max Energy was granted Best
Performance Award by Ministry of Electricity and Energy on 13th December 2020.

MAX ENERGY CO., LTD
No.(23), Kan Yeik Thar Road, Mingalar Taung Nyunt Township,

Yangon, Myanmar.
Tel : (+95 1) 9673892, 9673983, 9673894
Fax : (+95 1) 9673899
Email : info@maxenergy.com.mm

